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Nobel Prizewinner Criticizes 
Government GNP Estimates 
By Suzanne Shapiro '7J 
While the history of estimates 
from government has not been a 
history of accurate estimates, the 
government's prediction for the 
1971 GNP is "several standard de-
viations beyond the usual chican-
ery," commented M.l.T. Professor 
Paul A. ~amuelson, recipient last 
fall of the Nobel Prize for his con-
tribution to economic analysis. 
During the economic department's 
lecture on Thurs .. March 4. he cri-
ticized current economic policies in 
the U.S. to an audience crowded 
into 112 Pendleton. 
The modal forecast of the experts 
is a one trillion and fiftv billion dol-
lar GNP for 1971. However, the 
Council of Economic Advisers pre-
dicts a one trillion and sixty-five 
billion dollar G"lP According to 
Professor Samuelson, Dr. Paul Mc-
Cracken, speaking for the Council 
of Economic Advisers, said that 
they arrived at their conclusion on 
their own. Dr McCracken affirmed 
the prediction to be the targets cf 
the government and seemed to be-
lieve that if the government wills 
somthing to happen. it is going to 
be made to happen. 
Self-fulfilling Prophecy 
"There does seem to be in Wash-
ington ... something of the belief 
in what the sociologist call a self-
fulfilling prophecy," notes Profes-
sor Samuelson. The government 
may be overforecasting because 
they hope their optimism will sti-
mulate the economy. Moreover, ally unadjusted data and the fact 
with a higher GNP forecasted, the that the rate of change of the mo. 
deficit is smaller. ney supply, which is the prime 
Professor Samuelson sees 1971 determinate of GNP, has all of its 
as better than 1970 where there effeots in the contemporareous 
was no increase in the real output qual'ter. (The monetarist model of 
at all and little perceptible progress the St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank 
against inflation. "As the president considers changes in the GNP as 
keeps saying, I presume to himself, dependent on the rate of growth 
the full employment budget is bal- of the money supply and doesn't 
anced, anci so no inflation." he con- focus on the underlying structure 
tmues. Because of changes in popu- of the economy.) 
lation and technological output, Professor Samuelson questions 
"we have to grow 4 1/ 3% to hold why this rather optimistic forecast 
our own in unemplorment." was given and why anybody would 
Over-Optimistic Prediction \\ant to be wrong. "In economics. 
The official prediction involves ~nything is P_Ossible · · · bu! I. won't 
a 6% increase of real output which give. any cre~11. to the co~nctl .'r th~t. 
Professor Samuelson thinks is "an their one trillion and s1xty-f1ve b1l-
awful Jot following a year with no li~n dollar G"lP foreca.st. happens. 
increased real output.'' By that I m not even clear thats what they 
same forecast there will be 4% un- are forecasting." To say the least, 
employment and price increases of their pred~ction i~ "not probabl~" 
only 3% per year. on the basts of evidence now ava1l-
Dr. A11thur Laffer. Stanford, has able. He believes "the forecast was 
what Professor Samuelson ealts a made because it was reati1ed that 
"a black box" making such a high it was untrue." 
prediction. He wonders what ex- Break Inflation 
ogenous data was put into their Answering why there was this 
unlikely forecast. They did not reluctance to willfulty plan to have 
break the Gll.lP total down to indi- a more expansionary policy, he 
cate where the strength will come mentioned the "large number of 
from. people who believe that what we 
Unadjusted Data really nted is to break the back of 
"The really aggrieved people are inflation." 
the monetarists" with respect to During the question and answer 
the Laffer model because ;t has an period. Professor Samuelson indi-
even simpler equation than theirs. cated his lack of enthusiasm for rc-
Professor Samuelson critici1es Laf- venue sharing: "much of the enthu-
fer's model for the use of season- siasm for revenue sharing proceeds 
photo by Sally St&inhar+ '72 
Poul Samuelso~ speaks on United States economic policy, last Thurs., March 
4, in Pendl.ton. 
from the mistaken idea that there's 
new money here." He dismisses 
the romantic notion that grass 
roots government is necessarily 
good, efficient government. He sup-
ports revenue sharing but not fed-
eral revenue sharing without 
~trings. 
On inflation the general opinion 
is that inflation will be below 4% 
by the end of 1971. Professor Sam-
uelson is "more pessimistic because 
for about the last eight quarters the 
judgmental and computer models 
have undcrcstima1ed the rate of in· 
flation." He believes !here is some-
thing persistent that "they haven't 
picked up.'' He considers escala-
tion of the Vietnam war the prim-
ary cause for~the increased rate of 
inflation. 
WBS Requests Money For FM License WELl.ESLEY ·MlT 
RESIDENTIAL EXCHANGE 
PROG~AM 
by WBS Staff 
WBS is once again pushing a 
plan for the construction of a cam-
pus FM radio station, but this time 
there is a note of urgency in their 
drive. It seems that a group of am-
bitious students from Natick High 
School have convinced the Natick 
Board of Education that an FM 
station would be a valuable addi-
tion to their high school, and this 
group plans to file an application 
for a construction permit with the 
FCC within a few weeks. 
If Natick high school succeeds 
in its application, it will be as-
signed the last available frequency 
in the FM broadcast band. Welles-
ley College will never have a 
chance to expand into the import-
ant medium of radio (-Outside of 
buying out some station in the 
area. at a cost of about $2 million). 
Hi-Fi Advantages 
There is very little question as to 
the desirability of operating a cam-
pus FM station. Almost every ma-
jor school in the Boston area ~as 
one, including Harvard, MIT, 
Brandeis, Tufts, Not<theastern, B.U., 
and two high schools: Winchester, 
and Concord.Carlisle. The advant-
ages of FM (ostensibly over WBS-
AM) are: 1) Improved reception 
quality. FM radio is vastly superior 
to AM radio in fidelity (Hi-Fi, re-
member?) , 2) FM is expandable to 
stereo, and, most important of all. 
3) Coverage up to eight miles. 
WBS-AM is a restricted radiation 
station ... coverage does no• ex-
tend beyond Wellesley Coltege 
(and, because of the extreme dif-
ficulty of maintaining a radio sta-
tion that does not have a license 
and must take great precautions 
to broadcast not too far, frequently 
some of the campus does not re-
ceive the station at am. Members 
of the faculty and administration 
living in the Wellesley area would 
be able to receive WBS-FM . lead-
ing to increased communication 
throughout the colteize. 
Community Coverage 
Wit'.1 FM, there is an opportuni-
tv for community service, and for 
~mmunity support (the facilities 
could be turned over on the week-
ends to the town of Wellesley or 
1\latick for community interest pro-
gramming. The WBS FM report, 
wrirten to convince the Adminis-
tration to fund the construction of 
the FM transmitter facility states: 
"An educational FM facility is an 
investment in an information ser-
vice and communications media 
that will grow with importance as 
the full caoabilities of the media 
are realized, and is an opportunity 
for growth that wilt not wait, for 
very soon there may be no room 
(on the FM Band) for a broadcast 
station in Wellesley." 
WBS began actively campaigning 
for an FM station last year. In July, 
it submitted a nine-page proposal 
to the Administration. This propo-
sal was for a gift of time (legal 
help) and money (about $6,000) 
to oonstruct an FM station, over 
w~ich the Administration would 
have legal control and ownership. 
The initial reaction was very favor-
able and the proposal was placed 
on the agenda of the President's 
advisory Council 
No Allocations 
After three meetings concerning 
the proposal it died because "there 
was no money allocated for WBS 
in this year's budget (drawn up 
last year) and the decision still has 
yet to be reached concerning next 
year's budget" Thus WBS will not 
receive the needed funds from the 
Administration at this time and, 
in fact. may never receive (or 
worse. be able to use) funds from 
the College at all. 
T~e Natick High school propo-
sal forced WBS to bring its re-
quest to Senate for immediate act-
ion, because negotiations with 
members of the Natick High School 
r.idio club indicated that they 
would delay 1heir application, or 
not file it at all, if guaranteed air 
time on Wellesley's FM station. 
WBS is asking Senate to finance 
the FM, in the name of Wellesley 
College, which raises the objection 
that Senate should not pay for 
something that they do not control. 
Tssue of Control 
There are three answers to this 
question. First, Senate does not 
really control anything absolutely 
anyway. and if Senate were to con-
trol WBS-FM. and if something 
really distasteful did happen, the 
College could close off the rooms 
from which WBS broadcasts by 
reason of ownership of the build-
ing. To such action there is no re-
course, short of a riot. 
Second, Senate controls WBS-
AM, and most of the programming 
on the FM station would duplicate 
AM, so the quality of programming 
depnds not on the Administration 
which does not and would not sup-
ply operating funds, but on Senate. 
Third, the Federal Communications 
Commission is far more likely to 
grant a license to an established 
educational institution Jike Wel-
lesley College, than to some sub-
part of that institution. 
The College or Nothing 
If, in later years, it is determined 
that Wellesley College does not 
feel that it needs legal control over 
WBS-FM, then the change of con-
trol can be easily made. For now, 
though, it is Wellesley College or 
nothing. The cooperation of the 
administration is needed anyway, 
to provide legal assistance and to 
allow the ereotion of an antenna 
on the Green Hall Tower (fortu-
nately, there need be no red light 
on top). 
Although WBS may not be ex-
actly "ithe voice of Wellesley Col-
lege," it is an important part of 
communications at Wellesley. It 
provides, funthermore, an oppor-
tunity for Wellesley students to ex-
press themselves in a medium not 
generally available to women. 
At the last meeting of the Wel-
lesley-MIT Joint Committee a pro-
f>O"al to Initiate a residential ex-
c.-han,:e proi;ram was approved in 
principle. Although the details of 
the pro.(l'llm have not yet been 
finalized, the Committee has d«r 
clded to offer to a limited number 
of Wellesley and MIT students the 
opportunity to spend a semester 
or a _year In residence at the other 
ln.,tltutlon. Participation in the 
residence exehani;e will be limited 
to GO students (25 from each Insti-
tution), and wlll begin In the first 
semester of 1971-72. As soon as the 
details of the program are an-
nouJl('ed, a full description of the 
r~sldrntial f\Xc.-hange will be made 
a\'altablr. Interested students may 
tile applkatlon" to the programs 
aftrr arrangements by the Welles-
ley and MIT residences offices 
have been oompleted. 
''MURDER IN THE 
CATHEDRAL" 1:0 BE STAGED 
IN COi.LEGE CHAPEL 
Orii;lnally Intended for perform-
ance In CanterbUry Cathedral, 
T. S. Eliot's 1935 play "1\lurder In 
the Cat~ral'' will return to thls 
aettlni on Fri. and Sat., March ll 
and lS at II p.m. when It Is sta~ 
In the Chapel. The play Is being 
presented by the Wellesley Col-
lege Experimental croup in con-
junction with the Ohaplalncy. 
Mary Guaraldl, '72. ls directing 
the production. She has appeared 
ln a number of other Wellesley 
productions, and this past WI 
directed the Junior show. 
Beckett wtu be played by lames 
Buttereld, a former student at 
Babson who has appeared this 
year In the Wellesley productions 
of "!\lister, Mister," ''!\fan and 
the Masses," and "Paolo, PaoU.'' 
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Communique feedback 
Par A vion Youth Vote 
The gap may be narrowing Communication is a 
necessary element if News is lo be an effective campus 
organ. This year, we have attempted to initiate com-
munication and action through creative and innovative 
means. We announced, for instance, a new policy of 
accepting editorials from the College Community at 
large, to provide an outlet for airing opinions. gripes. 
and suggestions. To date. we have receh•ed, and 
published. but two. 
The "feedhack" we have received is minimal; the 
r<!action near zero. It is indicative that the most 
traumatic issue this year, if reader response serves as 
any standard. has been the food at the College. News 
'hudders at the tnught of becoming a Redhook sup-
plement. 
EB-WELL has been a newsworthy program, a 
welcome addition to College life. When the budget 
conlro\ersy erupted. News published three versions of 
the conflict. since they seemed so contradictory (see 
News. Feb. 18). Perhaps naively. in retrospect, we 
expected some kind of reaction. some sort of indication 
that News does provide for communication. Needless to 
\ay. our "teedback" space was devoid of any response 
to th<! EB-WELL contro,ersy. 
Senate! seems to face the same communication 
problems as News both between the Senate-reps 
themsehes. the rest of the student body, and the ad-
ministration. A vote on the WBS allottment could not 
be taken last Monday night since 100 few Senate-reps 
"ere present to constitute a quorum. (Head-banging, as 
we have experienced it, is not an enjoyable hobby.) 
While part of this problem is inherent in the structure 
and purpose of Senate, we believe that the student 
body has a duty lo initiate and effect communication. 
The situation borders on the absurd. 
(Ed. note: This is a copy of a letter 
sent to Mrs. Stadler. chairman of the 
Committee on Faculty Ap-
Which, of course, was Wendy Wellesley's platform. pointmenls.J 
News reiterates, once more for emphasis, that the 
Wendy Wellesley campaign was in no way construed as Dear Mrs. Stadler: 
a personal attack on any of the candidates, but as a Although we are spending our 
theoretical comment on the situation. It is absurd that junior year in Geneva, we are not 
only one name:: appeared on the ballot as presidential completely out of touch with 
candidate. that the ~tudent body was faced with one Wellesley. We were greatly surprised 
slate a token election for the majority of CG offices. and concerned lo learn of your 
Wendy Wellesley voiced a plea for College Govern- recent decision on Martine Loutfi. It 
ment. for a more dynamic and democratic i.nstitution. must be emphas11ed that we do not 
know the reasons for the decision of 
The candidates were not "part of the problem," but the Commi1tee on Faculty Ap-
thcy face one. It is an onerous task to activate a pomtments; however, we can see no 
lethargic student body. Yet not a hopeless one, as has justification for It. 
heen shown by the reaction to Renaissance '70, to the At the risk of employing all the 
Strike and, yes, to Wendy Wellesley. News agrees with cliches usually reserved for a 
Page Talbott, as she spoke on WBS last Monday night, professor's retirement party, we 
that a vote for Wendy Wellesley was a vote against think we must say a few things about 
apathy. not for apathy. News hopes that Page Talbott Mme. Loutfi's teaching. She has a 
and Clare Mankowski can effect such a response from remarkable ability to bring life lo the 
the student body. Their platform holds promise. There classroom and the classroom 10 life. 
is a place for increased student participation in We always found her door open, and 
academic affairs, for a more active dorm life, and (at 
our discussions ranged from 
risk of being repititious). for gr~ater communication. Baudelaire to the Beatles. Her 
News has utmost confidence m the new College f k · t 1 d h G ff II b r d h h . . ran ness, m eres , an warmt 
mernment o icers. we e teve t at I ~ s1tua11on should not be lost to the Wellesley 
was utterly hopeless, there would be no pomt to our ·t w 1 th . . commum y. e rust at your 
rantings and ravmgs. . . judgment will be reconsidered. 
The hope for the College hes with Wendy Wellesley s· l 
and with the new College Government officers. A R b. ~ncer~J:i 
dynamic coalition can, and must, be formed: 0 m ower 
To the editor; 
Changes in the Federal law over 
the past year allow eighteen-year 
olds 10 vote for Congressmen, United 
States Senators, and President. 
Changes in the Massachusetts 
Constitution permit nineteen-year 
olds and older to 'ote in all elections 
in the Commonwealth. 
During March, while students are 
on "acation. they have an op-
portunity lo register to vote. The 
process takes only a few minutes. A 
person must present himself at the 
office of the:: City Clerk in his city or 
town. 
l hope those between the ages of 
eighteen and twenty-one who for-
merly have not had the opportunity 
to express their views through the 
ballot box will now take this op-
portunity to begin 10 constructively 
impress their opinions, beliefs, and 
positions through the vote to help 
build a better society for all of us to 
li\e in. 
Francis C. Lapointe 
Vice Chairman 
Committee on Election Laws 
MASS. GENERAL COURT 
The low down from the ivory tower Admissions The first meeting of the newest political action group 
on campus convened last week in the most cramped 
conference room available, a locker in the Jewett Art 
Center. The group claims it is the smallest minority at 
Wellesley: all five members were present. all under 4' 
I 0." We have adopted studellts for a dwarfed society as 
our official title and hope to see small chapters 
organized in other Boston area schools. The topic of 
discussion was "stature of the short student on cam-
pus." 
stated that a short sister had been discovered dead of a 
broken neck last year, with her head wedged between 
the spout and the edge of the basin of a water fountain 
in Founders. Apparently she had· leaped in thirsty 
desperation, as she could not reach the stream of water. 
The incident had been kept hush hush. 
There were other cases 100 numerous to mention of 
checks from home lying unused in lop row mailboxes, 
of short students receiving closets for rooms in some 
dorms, of waiting sometimes for an hour to be served at 
Schneider where larger students push them from view, 
of being lowered to retrieve contact lenses in drains, 
even of being disposed of in trashcans during lively 
corridor frolics. It was decided in the face of these 
interminable injustices to present a list of demands to 
the College. 
"Apparently we are not seriously considered as a 
campus power," said a more militant member. 
"Perhaps we should reinforce our requests with some 
threat of action if our demands are denied." 
This issue was discussed for a few minutes, during 
which it was determined that occupation of a small 
room could not be considered a significant threat. 
Upon further deliberation it was decided that a 
By Cheryl Sandford '73 
I walk past that place on purpose. 
The room is dark, and arched, and 
across the hall comes the cheerful 
chiller of typewriter and molasses 
voices. I like to walk by and look at 
the girl sitting there on the green 
squeaky couch, nervously reading 
Wellesley literature in those tensive 
moments before The Interview. 
As I walk, I look at them, flanked 
by silent, suited parents and think: 
there, but for a few years (or was it 
yesterday?) was me. I remember the 
formidable arches and the squeaky 
couches and the dark Dutch murals. 
The utter foreignness of the 
surroundings. Scared inside, I sat 
there, too, and watched those other-
world creatures, Wellesley girls, 
walk by. 
uncertain lighl of the two lamps. 
Preppy, or sophisticated, bored. 
maybe. Looking back at you with a 
calculating eye as you look at them. 
These. I pass as from a great 
distance, striding. in a haughty 
Wellesley walk that says I am Here, 
with places to go and things to do, 
waiting for me. I always figure those 
girls will end up at Radcliffe, 
anyway. 
Some girls are not dead yet to the 
wonder of a new thing, and they sit 
there looking across the great divide, 
calmly. curiously, excitedly, their 
clothes confessing their background. 
To these, I smile. Saying, I'm inside 
looking out at you, but I was there 
once, too. It's OK. A year will fly by 
and you, 100, will be inside, 
somewhere, looking out. 
The first half of the meeting was devoted to the airing 
of grievances perpetrated on short women on the 
Wellesley campus. The most poignant experience was 
recounted by a Tower Court freshman who claims the 
distinction, at 4' 6 1/1," of smallest student at the 
College. At Wellesley only two days, she was exposed 
to a shocking display of racism when a Vil Junior 
pointed at her and asked "Is that the one?" and erupted 
into near-hysterical laughter. This belillling tale stirred 
memories in another sds member of similar con-
descending treatment from a security guard who asked 
her whose books she was carrying that late at night. 
E'en more harrowing, however, are the methods of 
genocide employed to further diminish this already 
small population. 
"The most obvious trick of all." claimed one junior, 
"is the cafeteria one. Have you noticed the way they 
slip an extra piece of meat on your plate or offer an 
extra dessert? In my class there were three of us under 
five feet. Now one has grown to 5' l" and the other 
gained so much weight she had to drop out." 
potential short circuit of the power plant might be a Now, I walk by. Fitting my pat-
stimulanl in persuading the administration to recon- tern. Belonging. I was outside, once, 
sider its treatment of its small students. At this point the looking in. Being in, so soon 
list of demands was drawn up and appears exclusively .forgetting the outside, except in that 
Two sides of a world. And I am 
caught in the middle. Time suspends 
itself as I walk by, looking, 
remembering, smiling slowly. It 
quickly passes - the arches, the 
couches, the people sitting in dim 
light, but in that moment, the 
comprehending returned smile is as 
warm as the clasp of a hand. 
here in News: moment of walking by. 
I. Featured shorts before every full-length movie on In the 14 steps it takes to pass, you 
campus. can feel the girl sitting there. Some 
''Yes. but these are tricks that many Frosh recognize 
as high school tactics," contended another. "It's the 
attempts to actually destroy us that I found most 
amazing." 
2. At least 25 students 4' 10" or under in the class of are confident. hair not especially 
1975 with short transfers added to other classes. clean. certain of themselves in the 
"You're not kidding," piped the Tower Court peanut 
gallery. "Listen, I live on Cape Cod. I've been swim-
ming since almost before l could walk. So I figured the 
small craft test - you know taking off a sweatshirt and 
pants in the pool and staying afloat for ten minutes -
would be nothing for me. When I got to the test center, 
however. I found that the sweatshirts and sweatpants 
came in three sizes: large, extra large, and extra extra 
large. And wet they weighed three and a half pounds 
more than I do. Well, they refused to let me use my own 
clothes, but I figured I could do it anyway until I saw 
the blouse I was to wear underneath. It was literally a 
straightjacket. I was ordered to button i'° all the way 
down. All the way down to my knees! When I jumped 
in the deep end (over three times my height) I thought 
I'd had it. It's a good thing I can hold my breath because 
I had a foot of water over me until I shed that junk. 
And I almost suffered a relapse when I was coerced 
into throwing the wet sweatsuit back to the poolside." 
This incident aroused considerable concern within 
the group for the safety of its members. A sophomore 
J. A short Dean. (short defined as under 5') 
4. Revision and renaming of the small craft test (to the 
large sweatshirt test) and a paragraph explaining it in 
the frosh handbook. 
5. Lower water fountains. 
6. Tow lifts for the Jewett Art Center stairs. 
7. Shortcake for dessert at least once a week and 
shortening in some form at every meal. 
8. A special short order food counter at Schneider no 
more than 3' high. 
9. A short meeting house (one of the kiosks, perhaps). 
JO. Kate Tourniquet's How to Write a Short Story as 
required reading. 
11. A featured showing of ivory miniatures in the art 
gallery. 
12. Renaming of Longfellow's Pond to Toulouse 
Lautrec's Lake. 
13. The College endorse short shorts and condemn the 
maxi. 
The emotion-charged meeting closed with a reading 
from Tom Thumb's autobiography and the joining of 
hands for a chorus of "We Shall Undercome." 
Kathie Whipple '74 
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Cambridge-The MIT Corporation yesterday named provost Dr. Jerome 
B. Wiesner the 13th president of the institute effective July I. The move is 
viewed by many observers as a step by the university towards more 
aggressive. res,J>Onsive leadership. At the news conference following his 
appointment Wiesner stated that he would attempt to have "great contact 
with students," while at the same time trying to explore new sources of 
income for a university that would depend less and less on government 
money. He indicated, too, that he would lead MIT toward the solving of 
civilian rather than military problems of science and technology. 
Washington, D.C.-The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) 
has ordered the nation's broadcasters to stop airing songs and spoken 
selections whose lyrics tend "to promote or glorify the use of illegal 
drugs." Under the order, stations which do not comply may lose their 
licenses. The five-to-<me decision, reached on February 24, was not an-
nounced until March 6. The FCC stated, "In short, we expect broadcast 
licensees to ascertain, before broadcast, the words or lyrics of recorded 
musical or spoken selections played on their stations." Nicholas Johlll!on 
the dissenting commissioner, said the FCC's decision is "an un: 
constitutional action by a Federal agency aimed clearly at controlling the 
content of speech." 
Poughkeepsie. N. Y .-Vassar students can now concentrate in a program 
on Man and the Human Community as a multidisciplinary approach to the 
B.A. Topics to be covered in year-long colloquia will include technology, 
human values, man's future, the community, and Utopian thought. The 
program was conceived in the realization that "many issues of con-
t~mpo~ary society transcend the ~xis~ng divisions of academic 
dtsctphnes" and that "compartmentallzatton of knowledge," as in the 
department system, does not always meet present needs of students and 
faculty. 
Montreal, Canada-Wesleyan College debaters took all the top awards at 
the recent McGill (University) International Debate Tournament. 
Seventy-nine teams from 39 colleges and universities participated in the 
annual contest. The topics debated in the preliminary rounds included such 
points of academic mterest as: Resofved, "Certs is a candr, Mint," 
"Rhythm and Blues are the only effective means of birth control, ' and "If 
God is dead then there will be one hell of a wake." 
Boston-Emerson College recently acquired a 100-piece comic book art 
exhibit entitled Comics as Commumcation. The collection was donated by 
Stan Lee, editor-in-chief of Marvel Comics and the newly elected President 
of the American Congress of Comic Book Artists and Writers. 
Chicago-According to a study conducted at the University of Chicago! 
graduate school applications have decreased and professional schoo 
apP-lications have increased by identical 26 per cent margins. The reported 
sluft is attributed to the lack of jobs for PhD's and a sacrcity of fellowship 
funds in university budgets. 
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Feminists Seize Harvard Building After March 
By Amy Daunis '74 up a women's center. · ... 
It all started last Saturday at 
12 noon OD the Common. The 
members ot the relatively more 
extreme women's collectives in 
Boston (for instance, the National 
Organization of Women refused to 
participate) assembled for a rally 
and march. A kind of treasure 
hunt began, which ended when 
about 200 women occupied the 
Harvard Technology Workshop. 
At the end of the rally, about 
four hundred women set off to-
ward the Playboy Club, singing 
such feminist revolutionary songs 
as "I'm Tired Of Fuckers Fuckin' 
. -~ Over Me" and "The Battle Hymn 
of Women." At the Playboy Club 
further speeches denounced male 
chauvinism, while sisters spray· 
painted female liberation symbols ~~···••••llliiililliP: 
on the Club walls. 
This reporter talked to an assort-
ment of people at the pre-march 
rally. Students from various organi-
zations as the SOS and individual 
college collectives in the Boston 
area as well as mili tant mothers, 
Gay-Liberationists, and socialist-
affiliated women were in atend-
ance. The rally itself was organized 
by the Committee To Defend The 
Right to Live. 
After a stop-over at the Charles 
Street Jail , where several speakers 
described the conditions offered to 
women in our country's jails, the "" 
group crossed over the Longfellow 
Bridge into Cambridge. The loca-
tion of the proposed building to 
I 
Down With the Rabbit.' 
be seized remained a secret to all 
but a few until the group actually 
reached it. About a hundred and 
fifty women enterec) the building. 
thereby subjecting themselves to 
criminal prosecution. 
The idea of a takeover was not 
a new one. A discussion of the 
possibilities of a center began last 
summer at a Bread and Roses meet-
ing. The takeover suggestion took 
root after the proposal to buy a 
building promised to be too costly. 
pfioto by Selly Steinhert '72 
During the rally different col-
lectives gave speeches. Celebrities 
played no part here, as the groups 
wished to avoid sensationalism. 
Two high school girls spoke, saying 
that the educational system of the 
Boston Public Schools prohibits 
girls from obtaining the same edu-
cation as boys. Before the rally 
ended, Caroline Hunter told the 
participants about the plan to set 
Harvard Reacts 
The reaction from the Harvard Members of women's c:olle<'tives hold feminist relly in Bos ton Common. 
side came immediately. Dean John 
Dunlop of the School of Arts and 
Sciences and Dean Maurice Kil-
bridge of the School of Design 
Committee Outlines Course 
Changes in Council Report 
By Mary Ruth Koehler '72 
Academic Council will vote to-
day on changes in the curriculum 
which were presented and discuss-
ed at last week 's Academic Council 
meeting. The changes were pro-
posed by the individual depart-
ments to the Committee on Curri-
culum and Instruction. 
Miss Adams. President of the 
College, opened the March 4 meet-
ing with an announcement that the 
report from the Commission on the 
Future of the College will be re-
leased to the College comunity 
on March 22. The Board of Trus-
tees also will receive the report 
from the Commission March 22 at 
a special meeting to discuss the 
proposals. 
The acknowledgement of Mr. 
Wallace of .the Art department as 
the recipient of a summer grant 
from the National Endowment for 
the Humanities was followed by 
the announcement of the election 
of Mrs. Robert Preyer of the His-
tory department to the Comittee 
OD Faculty Appointments. Accord-
ing to ' Mr. Francois, Chair-
man of the Nominating Committee, 
no final decision was reached by 
the comittee regarding the addition 
of one nominee to the previous list 
of four nominees for faculty 
trustee. 
Informal Discussion 
Mr. Schechter of the Political 
Science department requested that 
time be allotted for a discussion 
in Academic Council of the faculty 
trustee candidiates. Miss Adams re-
sponded that such a discussion 
Among the changes pinpointed 
by Miss Fleming was the proposal 
that the ratio of units required in 
Art History to units of Studio Art 
elected be reduced. Another pro-
posal states that although two units 
of History of Science be offered, 
only one can be used to fulfill 
the non-lab science requirement. 
Further recommendations i(lclude 
receiving credit for Math 110 with-
out necessarily taking Math 111 
and offering the first semester of 
Music I 03 to be taken by itself if 
desired. 
Troubadors 
Mrs. Lefkowitz of the Greek de-
partme'nt raised a question about 
the prerequisites and description 
of Religion 255, stating that she 
had never heard Jesus of Nazareth 
referred to as a troubador. Mr. 
Denbeaux replied that according 
to one of the descriptions of trouba-
dour, the word means anyone who 
passes on an oral tradition and 
that this seemed to fit Jesus, add-
ing "Jesus was very oral." 
As with the Baal Shem Tov, 
Jesus is considered primitive, vi-
brant and flowing, Mr. Denbeaux 
stated. He explained further that 
the word troubadour seemed to fit 
at the time, but that it was diffi-
cul to justify the term to he audi-
ence present. Jn answer to the first 
part of Mrs. Lefkowitz's question. 
Mr. Denbeaux explained that one 
committee in the department drew 
up the prerequisites for all the 
courses as seemed best to them. 
Grade Level 
would be better if carried out on Following Mr. Denbcaux's expla-
an individual basis among faculty nation, Mrs. Lefkowitz slated some-
mcmbers. what apologetically that she could 
It was established by Council not ask the department to justify 
that if a student member of a Lhe cour:.e content because it would 
standing committee accelerates 1md be a violation of academic free-
graduates after first semester, she dom. 
is no longer eligible to sen·e on The final point of discussion con-
the committee. The vacant po$i· cerncd the meaning or relative 
tion would have to be filled by content of course grade levels. Mrs. 
College Government. Bell of the Economics department 
The major portion of the meet- questioned the validity of having 
ing was spent in a presentation of a I 00 level course be the only pre-
the proposep changes in the curri- requisite for a 300 level course in 
culum. Miss Fleming, Dean of the the Education department. In re-
College, pointed out a few of the ply, Mr. Sipple explained that the 
changes requested by some depart- number of the 300 level course had 
ments. A report of all changes re- been changed from a 200 level and 
commended was distributed to suggested that perhaps a review 
Council members prior to the meet· might be made of what level the 
ing. courses really should be. 
brought their statements to the 
building's new occupants, warning 
them of the certain l'ltsk of prose-
cution. About fifty women are still 
(as of Tuesday) there, most of 
them purported to be women from 
the Gay Women's Liberation 
Movement. 
Harvard has obtained a restrain-
ing order from the Cambridge City 
sheriff which went into effect 
Tues .. March 9. This demands that 
the women leave the building or 
subject themselves to legal penal· 
ties. No deadline has been set for 
their removal. Meanwhile the Har-
vard Technology Wokshop is 
holding its classes elsewhere. 
.Allston-Brighton Tenants Unite, 
Fight Oversize Prices In Rent 
By Amy Dau11is '74 is a unified rent strike .. It remains stru~tion of low-rent housing to 
In the metropolitan area a to be seen, however, 1f the law be f!nanced br a tax on the rental 
chronic housing shortage has caus- will protect these people from be- profits of business and real estate. 
ed rent levels to spiral out of con- ing cheated of their contractual Problems The ABaTU Faces 
trot. The need for housing enables rights. Six tenants in the Fenway area 
landlords to set rents at v irtually Some of the demands which the of Boston held a rent strike to 
any level. Real estate speculators ABCTU is making include set· protest the poor condition of their 
and other financial institutions are ting rents p roportionate to the ten- housing. Their landlords applied 
amassing huge profits while ne· ant's income (somewhere Jess than for and received from the District 
neglecting their responsibilities 'to 20%) and ensuring that security Court a preliminary injunction 
their tenants. The Allston-Brighton deposits must not exceed one which restrains the tenants from: 
Community Tenants Union feels month's rent. All housing must be t). neglecting to pay their rents 
that since the government has done responsibly maintained and the ten- in accordance with the terms of 
nothing, it is now the tenants them- ants should have the right 10 col- their leases; 2) . urging or inciting 
selves who must act. lect damages if this is not done. any other of the petitioner's tenants 
The Allston-Brighton Community No Security For Tenants to refrain from paying part of their 
Tenants Union began to organize H d . h d "th hi h · lease; 3). making, publishing, or 
over a year ago. lt focuses on ini· an m an wi g prices 1 · h · · • t 
. . .. 11 . • • • goes the meager assurance of circu atmg to t e petitioners en-ttatmg co ecttve tenant act1v1t1es . Th ABCTU h th ants any writing containing untrue 
against landlords whose main in- securi~y. e . as ere- (who decides what is untrue?) 
terest lay in profit-making at the for.e i~c~uded its d~mands th~t statements concerning the petition-
t t • e pense " univers1t1es must not increase their enan s x · . h 'di d er's conduct of his business. 
Need To Pool Power enrollment ~it out provi ng a ~- It seems, therefore, that a tenant 
The individual tenants have quate housing, and that peoples must pay rent regardless of wheth-
found that they have no repre- homes must not ~e destroy~ fo.r er the landlord has upheld his 
sentative power in anything less the. purpose of hi_ghways or mstt- side of the contract. This reporter 
than a collective situation. So the tutional construction. talked with Barry Janus, a mem-
co!lective bargaining demand is the The ABCTU has offered a solu· ber of the Boston Legal Services 
central focus of the union. A pos· tion to the housing shortage prob- group which houses the Thurs-
sible action that the union can use !em. It proposes a massive con- day night meetings of the ABCTU. 
Senate To Decide on WBS, 
Destiny of Judicial Records 
He said that the preliminary in-
junction had in effeot disallowed 
the tenants to petition anyone other 
than their landlord and the courts. 
He felt that the court order was 
intimidating the tenants and threat-
By Susan Bause/l '7 J 
Due to the lack of a voting 
quorum Monday night, Senate was 
unable to conduct business and 
vote on proposals. Of the 23 voting 
members required for a quorum, 
only 18 Senate representatives ap-
peared. 
Next Wednesday, provided a suf-
ficient number of voting members 
attend, Senate will be voting on a 
request submitted by WBS for a 
loan guarantee for $10,000 to cov-
er the cost of buying and building 
an FM educational radio station. 
Because Natick High School plans 
to apply for the last available FM 
band, WBS must also apply for it 
if Wellesley wishes to expand to 
an FM station as a isupplcment to 
the present closed-<:ircuit AM sta· 
tion. 
1 n addition, discussion will be- ening their right to freedom of 
gin and a vote will possibly be speech. 
taken on amendments concerning Concerning the fight against this 
Judicial House Councils and the particular injunction, he seemed 
General Judiciary. The legislation less than optimistic. He said, how-
to be considered seeks to clarify ever, that at this point legal man-
and expand present directives con- euvers are secondary. "I haven't 
cerning room searches, informal seen the courts decide in favor of 
hearings for situations too compli- the tenants in a majority of cases." 
cated to be handled in a trial situ- What is important now is that peo-
ation, and the possible, periodic pie must learn to work together. 
destruction of all judicial records. and ABCTU proves that they are 
According to Lee Fluornoy, learning. Chief Justice, present judicial rec- __ ..-;..._ ________ ...,. 
ords concerning activities of indi-
vidual students at Wellesley Col-
lege can be either subpoenaed or 
stolen. If the McCarthy era were 
to re-visit the United States, such 
records could possibly be used 
against students. With the periodic 
destruction of judicial records, such 
a possibility could be avoided. 
OOPS! 
The photography credit for the 
''Midsummer Night's Dream" 
picture printed on the front page 
of last week's News (March 4) 
goes to Kenn Duncan. This photo 
was not one of thoee submitted by 
the ColleKe 'lbeatre, bat was print-
ed by News to further publicity for 
the play. 
Page Four 
S.oul Fills Chapel As Ethos 
Choir Sings in Davis Benefit 
By Claire Brown '74 
Guest Reporter 
Sunday, March 7. 1971. was the 
first lime the Ethos Choir had per-
formed for •the Wellesley College 
Community this year, and the per-
formance was mighty fine. The Sis-
ters who performed with the choir 
and as solos were so into what they 
~re doing and saying that one 
could not help but get the message 
they wanted to convey. even though 
it was evident that there were those 
present who were trying very hard 
not to, shall we say. relate. 
This message was in the story 
the songs and readings told-"T'm 
Waiting" for a new day is coming, 
the "Storm is Passing Over". even 
though "Sometimes I Feel Like a 
Motherless Chile" I know I am 
"Young, Gifted and Black" and "Tf 
he can do it, we can do it" for 
"The Creator has a Master Plan" 
and "Now is 1the Time". There was 
also music sung wi1h a different 
type of message - "Do T Move 
You" performed by "V.C.C." and 
"The First Time Ever l Saw Your 
Face" sung by Jeannine Ops. The 
talent that is contained in this 
group is of the highest quality. 
Free Angela Fund 
The occasion of their singing 
was to raise money for the Angela 
Davis Fund Drive. The Fund Drive 
started during the last week in Feb-
ruary with a forum in the Welles-
ley Chapel, a workshop in the Ha-
rambee House. the concert, and it 
concluded last Sunday with a re-
ception at the House sponsored by 
Miss Adams. Among the many 
people who attended the reception 
was a student from Brandeis Uni-
versity who gave opening remarks 
at the concert about the Angela 
Davis situation, which included 
his interpretation of political pri-
soners and what he thought should 
be done to help them, namely free 
them. 
Those that played a part in the 
success of thi~ project, and it was a 
success. were like a "cast of thou-
sands." However, some cannot go 
unmentioned. They are Pattie Al-
sup, Carol McCraven, Vivian Cher-
ry, and Adele Allen. 
John Barth, Experimentalist, 
To Read From Recent Work 
The American novelist John 
Barth will give a reading from his 
recent work and answer audience 
questions on Thurs .. March 18 at 
7: 30 in Jewett. Author of four no-
vels and a recent collection of 
short fiction, Mr. Barth is one of 
the leading contemporary experi-
menters in fictional form. 
John Barth was born in Mary-
land and educated at The Johns 
Hopki~ University. His first 1wo 
novels, Tf1e Floating Opera (1956) 
and The End of the Road (1958), 
grew directly from his efforts in 
undergraduate fiction writing class-
es. In 1960 he published a !third 
novel. T!te Sot-Weed Factor. The 
three works together form a kind 
of trilogy. They all use the same 
basic plot structure. but ·the first 
novel tells the :.tory as comedy, the 
second as tragedy, the third as 
farce. The End of the Road has re-
cently been made into a film, with 
a script by Terry Southern. 
Mr. Barth's more recent work in-
eludes Giles Goat-Boy (t 966) and 
Lost in the Funhouse (1968). He is 
interesrted in 1the problem of oral 
communicatio'l and has .tried vari-
ous modes of presen1ing his work 
to audiences, including dialogues 
between himself and an on-stage 
tape reorder. Refusing to give for-
mal lectures, he believes that the, 
writer can say more about his work 
by providing dramatic presentation 
of it. At Wellesley he will read ex-
amples of his most recent experi-
mental fiction. 
A professor of English at the 
State University of New York at 
Buffalo, Mr. Barth is on leave this 
year and is currently living in Cam-
bridge. His achievement has been 
honored by a National Academy of 
Arts and Letters Award, a Rock-
efeller Foundation Grant, a Brand-
eis University Citation in Litera-
ture, and 1m honorary Litt. D. de-
gree from the University of Mary-
land. 
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Students Meet With l(issinger, 
Urge Total Troop Withdrawal 
By Chris Kenrick '74 
If the United States leaves South-
east Asia dishonorably, people will 
feel chat the Nixon Administration 
lacks "the courage of its con-
victions," according to Presidential 
National Security Assistant Dr. 
Henry Kissinger. Kissinger spoke 
with a nationally representative 
group of student body presidents at 
the White House last week. 
The student group, organized by 
Berkeley President Craig Fenech 
and Stanford President Adam Lev-
in, was attempting to convey to the 
Administration students' "angry 
frustration" over .the Laotian in-
vasion. The group also spoke with 
Presidential Counsellor Robert 
Finch, Averell Harriman, Senators 
McGovern and Percy, and mem-
bers of Westmoreland 's staff. In 
addition, each student saw his own 
Congressmen. 
Cooling is Myth 
Although ostensibly calm, many 
campuses are "seething with sup-
pressed rage" over the present 
Southeast Asian policy, the stu-
dents stated. They warned that "the 
Cooling of America" is a pure 
myth and the situation on most 
campuses is potentially explosive. 
The student body presidents urged 
total and immediate withdrawal 
of all United States troops from 
Sourhcast Asia. 
Most officials emphasized edu-
cation of the public as the most 
worthwhile tactic in influencing the 
government to get out of the war. 
Harriman especially stressed this, 
indicating that marches and rallies 
were ineffective and a waste of 
time. 
Kissinger's Defense 
Kissinger requested not to be 
quoted, stating his belief that he 
should not be a public figure on 
his own. Discussion centered 
around his defense of United 
States involvement in the war. Kis-
singer denied accusations made by 
Senator Stuart Symington last week 
that he predomirtates the White 
House and is instrumental in all 
major decisions. 
Senator McGovern appeared to 
be the most sympathetic to the 
students' pleas. The group's meet-
ing with McGovern was televised 
over German television. Many of-
ficials did not seem to consider 
student views very significant. Kis-
singer noted that Nixon is manag-
ing to get out of Vietnam without 
tearing the country apart from the 
right. 
Permanent Lobbyist 
As a result of this first meet-
ing, the student body presidents 
plan to establish a permanent lob-
byist in Washington whose only 
function would be to arrange stu-
dent appointments with key gov-
ernment figures. The student body 
presidents would convene in Wash-
ington about three times a year 
for the appointments and a work-
shop. Hopefully, this would widen 
communication between students 
and the national government. The 
lobbyist would be financed by 
various schools. 
"We're coming to Washington to 
warn the Administration before 
trouble erupts," SMnford's Levin 
emphasized. "Our aim is to open 
up communications and keep vio-
lence to a minimum." 
Schools represented included 
Berkeley, Duke, Georgetown, Har-
vard, New York Universi.ty, Penn 
State, Stanford, Temple, Tulane. 
UCLA, University of Ch1cago, Uni-
versity of Minnesota, University of 
New Hampshire, and Vassar (a 
male representative). There were 
no female representatives. 
HPT 123 Parodies Hollywood 
By Kim Noland '72 
Hasty Pudding Theatrical's 123rd 
production, Rhinestones in the 
Rough, had its moments. They were 
enhanced last Thursday evening 
by the enthusiasm of a congenial 
opening night crowd. Members, in 
black tie, and their dates , provided 
a clubby atmosphere and a warm 
reception for the Harvard humor. 
The idea of the show was no-
thing new. Mavis van Kleeg, aging 
Hollywood "ingeune," plots a 
comeback. Supporting roles include 
her Lotita-like daughter Phedora, 
a Guatemalan film director. a Hol-
lywood then and now - doesn't 
make it any less funny. 
In High-Heeled Sneaks 
The show also treads heavily on 
student protest and the ideals of 
women's lib in its own special way. 
Some of the best laughs of the 
evening came from "Socialist We," 
a rock number done in •the style 
of the Temptations by the four 
ugly socialists. Other scenes that 
delighted the audience were Ma-
vis' bubble bath, the traditional 
drag chorus line, and the trans-
formation of Phedora. 
lywood movie columnist, the April Warren Knowlton's attempts to 
Action Committee (four lady so- hide his masculinity behind bub-
cialists). and last but not least a bles and a rowel brought howls 
young naive Harvard grad. The from the spectators. The chorus 
fact that the show ridicules a ·line decked out in stars and stripes 
rather overworked subject - Ho!- and in the style of the June Taylor 
dancers was another favorite -
hairy legs and all. Perhaps the most 
amazing and most crowd-pleasing 
moment was the transformation of 
Phedora from a curly-haired little 
girl in frothy pink dress to a sleek 
vixen in tight-fitting black satin. 
Two of the great strengths of the 
show lay in the ability of Warren 
Knowlton (Mavis) and Jack Olive 
( Phedora) to look and act like 
women. The weak points of the 
show were limited to its inability 
to move in certain scenes and the 
weak ending which was almost an 
afterthought. 
Rhinestones in the Rough was 
altogether a fine evening of light 
entertainment. Hasty Pudding The· 
atricals remains a way of life at 
Harvard seldom seen anymore -
but still present. 
Shakespeare's Dream Shapes an Erotic Fantasy 
By Bailey Van Hook '74 
A Midsummer Night's Dream 
brought a great deal of erotic revel-
ry to the well-attended production 
at the College last week. Aiming at 
a fully sensual interpretation of 
the Shakespearian play, the actors 
surely achieved an erotic fantasy 
but also made some or.gy scenes 
seem gross and innocent scenes 
simply naive; the band of fairies, 
despi<te near-nudity, made their sex-
uality more coarse than sensual 
while the lovers of the court 
brought artlessness to their roman· 
tic involvement. 
The most well acted parts were 
those of the minor characters, 
specifically the players of the inter· 
lude. James F. Buckley, as Nick 
Bottom, was excellent in both his 
boisterous actions and loud words. 
David Slesinger as Peter Quince 
the Carpenter and John F. Driscoll 
as Robin Starveling gave beautiful-
ly comic portrayals of the awk-
plloto by Erre Le¥enson 
Oberon played by John Cross adminidered a love potion to fit.ania played 
by Joy Smith '74 in the College The<atre's production of "A Midsummer Night's 
Dream" lait weekend. 
ward. foolish roles of the Prologue 
and Moonshine. The others, Rob-
ert Lubell as Thisby, Albert Ferris 
as the Wall, and John T. Higgins 
as the Lion also combined to make 
their scenes the most enjoyable. 
fnterfering Fairies 
The play mixed these humorous 
scenes with those of court life and 
their parody, the fairies in the 
forest. Through the dream, the 
tangled affairs of the Athenian lov-
ers were decided by the fairies. 
The members of the court were 
played with various degrees of 
adeptness, but which successfully 
contrasted with their roles related 
in the forest. 
Hippolyta, Queen of the Ama-
zons. as played by Joy Smith, ex-
hibited a fine show of dignity and 
photo by Erie Levenson 
John Barrett played Puck +o Pat Gre.n '73, fairy, in ·the college production 
of "A Midsummer Night's Dream" in Alumnae Hall. 
stage presence. The~sus, John by the two suitors. Av.i Diamond, 
Cross, was commanding as ~he as Hermia, was a hit contrived but 
Duke but came .acro~s more ahve did succeed ·in her role as the out-
as O~eron than m this rather non- raged jilted female. Lysander, 
descnpt role. In John. Barrett as Scott Hankin, was slightly sim-
Puck. we found 8 slightly self- plistic while Demetrius, Warren 
conscwus actor but ~ne who hand!- Thayer, was completely the pomp-
~d well the potentially awkward ous lover. 
Imes. The Four Lovers The musical score was well done 
but ..at times seemed out of place 
Of the four lovers, in whose in this play. The singing was weak 
lives come the tampering of the and did not add to the play as 
well-meaning fairies, Helena, play- a whole. The gestures, words, and 
ed by Penny Wells, was the most actions of the fairies were enough 
convincing as the girl who is at to characterize them; the singing 
first shunned then eagerly sought and dancing could have strengthen-
ed this image but since the voices 
did not project, they detradted. The 
costumes were a curious mixture 
of many different styles and peri-
ods that did not project a clear 
idea. 
Midsummer Night's Dream did 
achieve on the sensual. The con-
trast between the attempted eroti-
cism of the fairies and the relative-
ly subdued love of the court was 
shown effectively. It was a gen-
uinely comical performance when 
these fantasies were not strained 
but were humorously combined 
with the erotic. 
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Ailey Dance Theater 
To Perform in Alum 
Children Speak, Dance, Sing 
Of "the Me Nobody Knows" 
Ry D('11a Kleiman '73 ly well-done, but I could not help 
but thinking that their cause would 
have been more touching and 
reaching if it had been on a stage 
in the round somewhere in Green-
\\ ich Village. The set, which is 
new and interesting, also would 
have been more effective there. 
The Jfe Nobody Knows started 
out as an off-Broadway show, but 
it was transferred to the Helen 
Hayes Theater on account of its 
success. 
\l> I handed my ticket to the 
usher ill the Helen Hayes Theater, 
I forgot about the all encompas-
sing turbulence of New York taxi-
cabs, Times Square pick-ups, and 
intermittent sirens. I took mv seat. 
and even though the stage \\a~ 
wuhout actors, the omnipresent set 
showed that this play had begun. 
One was being secretly shuttled 
to that forgollen jungle of dream-
less reality and poverty. This was a 
world of drugs and jails and vis-
cious cycles of despair. The Me 
Noboclv K11ows, in the form of 
song a·nd dance, lets 13 children 
tell you of their world. 
On Ghetto Life 
The Al\"in Ai.ley American Dane• Tfieatef' wilt perfurm in Alunwtae Hall Monday, March IS, at 8 p.m. 
The play is based on the book 
by Stephen M. Joseph. His book 
is a collection of essays written 
by ghcllo children between the 
ages of seven and I 8 who were at· 
h:nding public school in Bcdford-
Stuvvcsant, Harlem, Jamaica, and 
the - BrOff\. The play is similar in 
that spoken text is e:\Lractcd entire· 
ly from the bvuk as arc the words 
10 some of the songs. 
There are some witty gimmicks 
that reminci the audience of their 
own school days. At one point, a 
movie screen is lowered onto the 
stage and one witnesses the fool· 
ish "movie method" of learning 
I.hat all public school students fall 
prey to. 
The Alvin Ailey American Dance 
Theater, a company of fifteen ex· 
citing young dancers, has electrified 
audiences and stunned critics into 
superlatives since its birth in New 
York City in 1958. On tours in 
America, Europe, Africa, and the 
Far East, Alvin Ailey has presented 
the heritage of the American Black 
-his legacy of music and dance. 
his moods of sorrow, joy and, hope 
-through the medium of modem 
dance. 
The music is jazz, blues, and spi-
rituals. The dance is ecstatic, dra-
matic, and vital. The whole exper-
ience is total "dance theater." 
Communication Through Dance 
Alvin Ailey choreographs to com-
municate-with his audience and 
with his dancerc;-and they all re-
spond completely. In his dance 
creations, Alvin Ailey transcends 
convention and time. While the 
dancing is pur.::ly classical, the 
dances themselves are as contem-
porary as tomorrow. 
As a great modern dancer and 
photo by Jack Mitchell 
choreographer, Mr. Ailey has creat-
ed stunning dances for the Metro-
politan Opera Company Ballet, the 
Harkness Ballet, and other major 
companies. His dance Theater also 
programs works b) other major 
choreographers. including Talley 
Beatty and Pauline Koner. 
The Alvin Ailey American Dance 
Theater will appear at Wellesley 
next Mon. evening, March 15, in 
Alumnae Hall at 8 p.m. The per-
formance is sponsored by the Re-
becca Bacharach Treves Fund. 
The Me Nobody Knows is a 
play that in its creation has im· 
posed many limitations on itself. 
Children are hard to work with, 
esp.:c1ally if thei r lines are equally 
amateur. This play, however, does 
in general. transcend these barriers. 
The music of Garv William !\IEETING TO DISCl'S.S 
Friedman IS not of . the "sing CO~TRACT SEGOTIATIOSS 
along" 11,iturc. but the rhythm is On Thurs., .Uareh 18, worker'!, ~tuclents, and fa!'ul~· have organ-
C\cd lcn t. The group effort song lz<'d a m<'<'ting to diseuss union 
and dance clusters arc vividly rem- fommct negotiations. The grou11 
iniscent of flair. will assembl<' at 4:15 p.m. In thl' 
School Da::.e S<'hneider Pit. The public Is In· 
\'it ed. The children's acting is extreme-'--------------
Upward Bound' s First Graduating Class Returns 
/Jy Mollie Davison '73 
"It's a student program." With 
these emphatic words John Terry, 
Project Director of the MIT-Welles-
ley Upward Bound program, open-
ed an informal colloquium on this 
tutoring activity in the Pope Room 
a week ago. 
After outlining the background 
of this joint undertaking by the 
two schools, Mr. Terry turned the 
discussion over to the U.B. stu-
dent~ and graduates themselves. 
Three ex-U.B. students who enroll-
ed in college last fall attended the 
meeting on behalf of the 29 mem-
bers of the project's first gradu-
ilting class. 
Summer Science Duy Camp 
year of really rapid change and 
growth," Mr. Terry noted that this 
pre-college program became co-
educational and res idential for the 
first time in 1969. As it looks 
ahead to its third summer pro· 
gram on the Wellesley campus, 
U.B. has now shifted its recruit-
ing from the sixth grade to prin-
cipally the tenth grade students in 
the Cambridge area. 
"Right in the Middle" 
One of the recent U.B. gradu-
ates who is now attending Hamp-
shire College then elaborated upon 
the results of a follow-up survey 
he conducted by interviewing fcl · 
low U.B. alumni during his inde-
pendent study period in January. 
He said the graduates of the MIT-
Wellesley program reported fewer 
rinancial problems at the more ex-
pensive schools, presumably be-
cause "the bigger 6chools have the 
assets" in terms of student aid 
funds. 
Along with several present U.B. 
students, these college students of-
fered proof that the MIT-Welles-
ley program has come a long way 
since its origin in I 965 as a sum-
mer science day camp at MIT. 
When one of the MIT professors 
present at the meeting commented Furthennore, "there wasn't any 
that the launching of this special appreciable difference socially," the 
enrichment program for Cambridge Hampshire freshman said, between 
students represented a naive effort U.B. graduates and their fe llow 
on the part of the MIT faculty, students. Academically. "most of 
one of the U.B. graduates, n stu· the people felt they were right 
dent at North Shore Community in the middle" and a~reed that ''the 
College at Beverly, quickly replied, easiest thing to adjust to was the 
''But if you weren't so naive I classes." 
woulan't be here right now!" Advice: "Hang in There" 
Placing the beginning of th is Analyzing the responses of his 
summer program in its historical fellow freshmen to the questions 
perspective, Mr. Terry explained he formulated, the Hampshire stu-
that U.B. started with the estab- dent remarked that "for the most 
lishment of the O.E.O. in 1964 part people said they got what 
as one of its projects designed to they expected." Among the sug-
"meet some of the more pressing gestions he received for improve-
nceds of education." The six pilot ments in U.B., he said the gradu-
schools which initiated U.B. that ates advised present students to 
year ihcluded Dartmouth and "hang in there - it 's worth it" 
Mount Holyoke in this New Eng- and recommended the incorpora· 
land area. tion of more field trips into the 
Wellesley Co-Sponsors U.B. summer program "to develop the 
Mr. Terry said that the program capability to adjust to different 
proved so successful that now more situations." 
than 30CT colleges and universities This student commented that 
sponsor l!.B. projects, accounting " living in a dorm was really im· 
for $25,000,000 of the national portant" in his summer U.B. ex-
budget each year. The O.E.O. perience because "it put people 
granted money to MIT three years in a whole different setting - like 
ago to expand its science day college - and it really helped!" 
camp into an official U.B. program, As a result of learning to adapt 
and the following year Wellesley to this different setting,· "people 
joined the project. really get along fine" in college, he 
Describing this period as "aconcluded. 
The student from North Shore As for the reception of the pro· 
Community College also reacted gram in the high schools them-
favorably to the suggestion about selves. rcactinn appeared to be 
more field tnps and pointed out mixed although improving. "In 
that "outside of Upward Bound I some cases I found that some 
really never w~·nt much of any- teachers were antagonistic," one 
where." llis U.B. classmate from U.B. graduate n:mcmbercd, " .. 
Hampshire College addcJ that and some really liked it." 
"the idea is to meet different p.:o- "Colt! Sfwuldcr'' /'ypical 
pie ... to try and find out what "The cold shoulJcr's H'ry popu-
other people arc like." lar." he sail.I, chr.racll.:rizing the 
At this point a high ~chool usual reception of ll .B. :it his alma 
senior in U.B. offered the suggcs- mater. I le quickly ildckd that '"high 
tion that the progrilm recommend :;chool education in Cambridg.: and 
what questions to ask in inter- just ,1bout every other city in the 
vi.:ws about prospcctive colleges. U.S. ncc<ls a li!!lc rc-pfiln11ing ·· 
·• 1 think somebody should have In agrccmcnt with this lJ.B. grad-
givcn us an idca ... of what would uate unc of the high school parti· 
bc good to know," she explained. cipants commented that "a lot of 
Suturclay, Weekniglzfa Afsu my tcilchcrs arc kinC.: 0f boring ... 
Another high school U.B. student I'm not really karn;ng that much 
praised the Saturday U.B. pro- becnusl' h.ilf of the stuff I already 
gram during the school yeilr as know." ,\nothcr high school senior 
"a chance .. .for kids to get to- in the program pniised U.B. for 
gether socially." Still ilnothcr U.B. exposing her to "a new environ-
participant remarked that the U.B. ment" very different from her high 
weeknight study se~sion:. h.: is at- school. 
tending during the school year Prubfcm /;1'iile11t in Numbers 
"docs you a lot of good in school. Miss Harriet Feinberg. Associate 
It rai~es your marks." Director of the MIT-Wellesley U.B. 
Two stuclcnts, a high school projc:ct, comment,/! upon her liai-
senior and a U.B. graduate, ex- son work with the program in meet· 
pressed gratitude for the in<lividual ing "a greilt range" of teachers. 
help that the program provides. including a relatively small "group 
Comparing her experience in t~c that will actually refer students 
summer program with her large to us." Estimating that about 20 
classes in high school, the senior per cent of the 3,000 students at 
stated , "We learned more in the the two Cambridge high schools 
smaller groups." Looking back on have college poential. Miss Fein-
his personal experience in the week- berg regretted the fact that only 
night tutoring program, the college 110 of thcs.: students - 60 in the 
freshman recalled, "I used to go MIT-Wellesley program and 50 in 
down and have someone cram with the Harvard project - are in-
me, and it worked." volved in U.B. because of lack of 
Tutor's Viewpoint, Too funds to establish larger groups. 
Next a Wellesley student who "We do what we can to try to 
works as a U.B. tutor supplement· change things for students in the 
ed the praise of the program by program," Miss Feinberg con-
these tutees with the generalization eluded. 
that she and the other Wellesley Contrasting his high school with 
girls involved are "getting a lot North Shore Community College, 
of satisfaction" from their parti- one U.B. graduate criticized "the 
cipation as well. "I think it's a very repressive way of teaching" 
mutual thing," she said, particular- in Cambridge secondary education. 
ly because she sees U.B. as "a By comparison, his present school 
link between Wellesley and the seems "just fantastic ... the teachers 
outside world as l knew it before are very good there - excellent!" 
I came to Wellesley." "I appreci- Imagining the list of changes he 
ate it," a high school U.B. student -would recommend in the Cam-
added, echoing the positive feeling bridge high schools, he remarked, 
voiced by all present with respect "l could write a Declaration of 
to the tota l U.B experience. Independence on it." 
A fellow student at North Shore 
Community College echoed Mr. 
Terry's opening comment on U.B. 
with his statement that ''the pro-
gram 1s really student-centered " 
I lis classmate rejoined the discus-
sion with the remark that U.B. 
taught him "to weigh situations 
that high school never taught me" 
and "built up everyone's mind." 
The discussion next returned to 
ilnothcr U.B. graduate, who com· 
plained that ''you're fed all this 
milterial" in high school without 
actually participating in the edu 
cational proccs. "The majority oi 
people whn <lrop out just leave," 
sti ll ilnothcr U.B. graduate said as 
he commented on the plight of 
the Ci!mbridge school system. The 
third U.B. graduate th.:n compared 
himself to most of the non-U B. 
students, whom his high school 
"never trained to analyze anything" 
and who seemed to him "kind of 
empty inside." 
" Rusy Thinking" 
Mr. Terry referred to U.B.'s cf. 
fort to "try to coordinate opera· 
tions with the school system" but 
he f.:ared that this hope might 
merely represent "rosy thinking." 
Referring to the "astronomical" 
drop·out rate m Cambridge, Mis~ 
Feinberg noted that only 50-60 
per cent of those still enrolled in 
school actually attend on any given 
day. 
For this reason a high school 
U.B. senior stres~ed the need for 
the program to show students 
"what it's going to be like in col-
lege" and praised U.B. for " trying 
to get us acquainted wth life in 
college." 
Encouragement for Drop-ins 
"You get encouraged by the pro-
gram," another U.S. participant 
added. An alumnus of U.B. pointed 
to the necessity of the program's 
counterbalancing the influence of 
his high school teachers who often 
asked him, "Why don't you just 
drop out and get a job?" 
Still hopeful about U.B.'s future, 
Mr. Terry noted that "we've seen 
people change in the program." 
Above all, U.B. "gave you a chance 
to prove to yourself what you can 
do," a member of its first gradu-
ating class concluded. 
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Chapel to Host Murder of Thomas a Becket 
Rehearsals are currently under-
way for a presentation of T. S. 
Eliot's Murder in the Cathedral 
tomorrow and Saturday nights in 
th Chapel. This production, spon-
sored by Experimental Theatre and 
the Chaplaincy, will give Wellesley 
Theatre-goers a chance to see a 
modern play modelled after classi-
cal Greek tragedy. The Chapel set-
ting accents the religious aspeot of 
the play while the production i1self 
concentrates on the humanistic as-
pect of Eliot's drama. 
Direoted by Mary Guaraldi '72, 
the play shows the refinement of 
Thomas a Becket's spirit as he faces 
temptation and proceeds to his 
death. Historically. Becket is an 
enigma, with little known about the 
reasoning behind his disputes with 
Henry J[ and his fellow bishops. 
In Murder in the Cathedral Bec-
ket admits " ... my history/Will 
seem to most of you at best futili-
ty/ Senseless self-slaughter of a 
lunatic./ Arrogant passion of a fa. 
natic." Yet he refuses the tempta-
tions of ease, the friendships of the 
king. alliance with the Norman ba-
rons, and the promise of glory after 
death, the final and most difficult 
temptation. Act II concentrates on 
the manner of Becket's death and 
the reasons for his murder. 
Women Cast As Well As Men 
Jim Bl.l'tterfield, a veteran of 
Wellesley College Theatre produc-
tions, heads the cast as Becket. 
Charles Glover, William Husson, 
and John Murinauaua portray the 
three priests who surround Becket 
throughout the play and try to con-
vince him to save his life. 
In keeping with the director's 
desire to cast as many women as 
possible, Alicia Conklin '73, Karen 
Dubinsky '72, Bron Edwards '72 
and Marsha Makkibin '73 play the 
parts of the fo\lr tempters who dou-
ble as the Four Knights. "There is 
no reason," said Mary Guaraldi, 
"not to use all the talent available 
on campus, thereby giving Welles-
ley students a chance to play a 
much broader range of roles. This 
is merely a reversal of the custom 
that had Cleopatra played by a 
young boy." 
The parrt of the messenger will 
be played by Evangeline Morphos 
'71, a director and actress with hu-
morous shows to her credit. The 
Chorus of Women of Canterbury 
is one of the most difficult roles in 
the play because this group of five 
people must create a single unit of 
action and speech. 
~by S.lly s.teinh.n '72 
Experimental Theatre will present T. S. Eliot's "Murdff in the Caffle<lral" Fri. and Sat .. March 12 and 13 at 8 p.m. 
in the Chapel. 
Movement Confronts Individual Values 
By Sui;un Dolan '73 
Can a Wellesley girl find hap-
piness in a movement which is 
devoid of the complacencies of 
dogma, which has an over-abun-
dance of intellectuals, yet constant-
ly confronts the limitations of the 
intellect, which maintains that "It 
is our stance in existence which 
cuts us off from our cosmos, our 
past, our selves, and each other" 
and that "Indeed, it i~ only because 
we feel cut off that we intellectual-
ize and verbalize so much about 
belonging to these realities"? I 
am not speaking of existentialism 
or even the (our) gasping peace 
movement; I am speaking instead 
of a religious movement which. 
while while not sweeping the coun-
try. is doing more than its share 
of moving in the Wellesley area. 
I spent the better part of Mon-
day talking with several of the 
leaders of the Wellesley Hills Uni-
tarian Church (notably the minist-
er. Robert Senghas, and Mrs. Mary 
Hills, director of the Religious Edu-
cation Program) : no church so-
cial, Sunday-go-to-meetin' mentality 
this. Rather. a religion without 
fixed creed, based upon contin-
ual questioning and re-examination 
(re-evaluation?) by the individual 
of his own values and experiences. 
Puritan Ethics 
American Unitarianism began in 
New England; the Pilgrim church 
at Plymouth was Unitarian in fact, 
although the name "Unitarian" was 
not coined until 1815. The Uni-
tarian churches of the Standing 
Order (so-called because they tried 
to set the moral tone of the com-
munity) evolved independently of 
the Puritan congregational church-
es, but no complete internal over-
turning ever occurred. In the be-
ginning of the 19th century an 
attempt at Counter-Reformation 
was made to call these churches 
back to the old Puritan theology. 
bur this attempt was not wholly 
successful, especially in the Bos-
ton area. 
Based upon the 19th century 
doctrine of the reason and ration-
ality of man, and the teachings of 
such men as Emerson, Unitarian-
ism came to place increasing em-
phasis on individual conscience, 
leaving behind a literal interpre-
tation of the Bible, its miracles or 
requirements of belief. 
Parallels 
Paralleling Unitarianism was 
Universalism (so-called because it 
preached universal salvation). 
Universalism stressed the humanity 
of Jesus rather than his divinity 
and was also non-creedal. In this 
sense it was close to Unitarianism, 
but was centered more rurally in 
New York, New Jersey, and Penn-
sylvania. A merger of the two into 
UU occurred in 1961. 
The concentration of the Uni-
tarian Universalisls on the indi-
vidual reason has created a para-
dox within the church. Contrary 
to most Protestant religions, it at-
tracts intellectuals as it secs no 
conflict between reason and re-
ligion. Unitarianism also, however. 
attracts those who can sec the 
limits of intellect (and of making 
such ambiguous s tatements as "l 
believe"). Hence the Unitarians' 
style is at times too intellectual ; 
being more sophisticated about the 
intellect in faith, they arc naturally 
critical of creeds. 
Not Only Denials 
At this point I was fascinated 
but more than vaguely suspicious 
of a movement which calls itself 
a religion yet seems to consist only 
of the negations of all other re-
ligious dogma. "Find out what 
they believe in," my hall mate had 
said, "because they sure don 't be-
lieve in much." 
Unitarianism no longer consists 
merely of the denial of a Godhead 
Encompassing theists to agnostics, 
Unitarianism's chief requisite is 
sincerity. Unitarianism is defined 
by Mr. Senghas as a way of life in 
which religion. morality, and ethics 
are one, and is concerned with 
whether or not "ethical" altitudes 
are expressed by the individual in 
his own experience. 
~'alues U11d Social Action 
,\tr. Scnghas defined a "religious 
experience" as indicative of the 
common source beneath diverse 
forms. He warned. however, that 
"j ust because it's religiou~ doesn't 
mean it's good;" one should try 
to be religious and encourage posi-
tive human values. 
Some form of social action then 
has always been linked with Uni-
tarianism (the Abolitionists, for 
example, were Unitarians) al-
though Unitarians do not always 
act in the name of the church. 
Here my questioning became al-
most cautious as I confess to a 
fear that the weary god of "rele-
vance" was about to raise its head, 
but I soon relaxed. 
Gimmick-less 
"Relevance" is indeed here, but 
no gimmicks, no missionaries. Uni-
tarianism does not seem to have 
the problem of "relevance" faced 
by Christianity as it is not de-
pendent upon a vocabulary based 
upon an historic Christ and the 
crucifixion. While the Christian 
vocabulary depends upon such key 
words as ''God," "faith," "grace, " 
"sin," most Christians do not find 
these concepts central to their 
everyday thinking - hence. a 
"relevance" crisis. 
The loss of intensity in the re-
ligion proper is perhaps manifested 
by the "Jesus freaks" - contem-
poraries who have co-opted these 
words and an! using them to ex-
press their own emotional state. 
Shunning a "God vocabulary" or 
apologetics, the Unitarian Univer-
sal ists formulate whatever con-
sensus for action exists on the 
basis of individually defined hu-
man values. (For example, the 
Wellesley Hills congregation voted 
to support legalized abortion by 
over 95°<1, but no individual is 
required to take a stand support-
ing that decision). 
Individual Concerni; 
The individual ethic, of course, 
precludes many such "group" de-
cisions being taken. Much of the 
Wellesley Unitarians' energies are 
channelled to individual concerns; 
some are active for example on a 
Black Affairs council. Others arc 
helping to develop a progressive 
religious education program under 
the direction of Mrs. Marv Hill. 
Designed primarily for : lower 
grade and junior high studenb. rhc 
program courses taughr by mem-
ber:. of the congreg:ition aim al 
an approach \\ hich in information-
al :ind non-judcrmcn1nl while re-
taining bask fc ling The younger 
children art' not taught to belie\ e 
in any one God or docrrine. Rath-
er. through the discovery method 
of being c-;post•d to n question. 
talking about tt <..nd perhaps act-
ing it out, the children arc en-
couraged to wonder about it, arti-
culate their own feel ings. and per-
haps use the results to formulate 
a "rel igion" of their own. 
Religious Education 
Courses are taught in "Child-
ren's Literature" and "Developing 
Imagination;" a "Why Religion ?" 
course is offered on the junior 
high level in which the children 
study not just Judeo-Christian 
myths, but also those of Buddha 
and Confucious, visit other church-
es (from Catholic to Krishna), and 
attempts to decide whether reHgion 
is a basic human need, and if so, 
how each of the religions studied 
provides meaning, courage, and 
hope. 
Another course offered to junior 
high students deals with "Human 
Sexuality.' Using a "multi media 
(i.e., films and recordings of hu-
mans rather than the usual ani-
mated portrayals), the course deals 
quite frankly with such topics as 
"Lovemaking," "Abortion," and 
"Masturbation." The course is de-
signed to alleviate guilt, fear, or 
confusion, based on the belief that 
it is in fact "immoral '1 to render 
youngsters unable to choose or 
function sexually due to inadequate 
information. 
Thinking People 
In addition, the church houses 
AA, METCO, and Wellesley Arts 
and Crafts Guild meetings, and 
the "Hot Line" - a telephone 
service which accepts calls from 
young people troubled by prob-
lems such as sex and drugs, giving 
advice or directing them to it. 
Can a Wellesley girl find happi-
ness. et cetera? Well, a panacea for 
the existential or not so existential 
ups and downs it's not; but good 
conversation with some thinking 
people. (at the very least) it most 
certainly is. 
CRA.."l\IBER l\WSIC CONCERT 
The Wellesley College Chamber 
~lu'>h.• Society will give a concert 
on Sun., J\farch 14 at 8 p.m. In the 
.Jewett Art-; Center. The program 
nill range from the pre-Baroque 
to the contemporary. 
A t•anzone for brass ensemble 
ulll be one ol several works by 
Gabrielli. Barb will be represented 
In a .. uite for flutr and c-hnmher 
o~c-he .. tra, and mPmh<'r~ of tlw 
SO('it>ty wUI also play two pi(."('t'S 
by Robert S<'hurµ:mn. a \iolin and 
}llano .. onnta "nd a quartet for 
\•iolln, 1>iano, C('llO, and 'iola. A 
N>ntc•mporal') worK for woodwind 
qulnt('t and alto ~n'l:ophone b~· 
L('on Stem will also be played. 
The Wellesle~· Coll('ge Chamber 
M1.-lr Society is undt>r thP dlrec· 
tlon ol William E. Benjamin, ln-
'!tructor in music at the College. 
and eompo!>ed of students and 
faculty from Wellesle:v. students 
from MIT. and Dartmouth stu· 
dent'! t>urn-ntly at Wellesley under 
the Twelve Coll~e Exchange Pro-
gram. The public Is cordially in-
vited to attend the March H con· 
l'f'M without ~
PRIZES 
This year four prizes are ottered 
to undergraduates through the 
English Department. 
The FLORENCE ANNETl'E 
WING MEMORIAL PRIZE FOR 
LYRIC POETRY, established In 
11»2 by Mabel Wing Castle '87 In 
memory ol her !'ilster. The amount 
of the award depends on the In· 
come earned by the fund. 
The V1RGINJA WAINWRIGHT 
A.~NUAL SONNET PRIZE, estab-
lished In 1963 by Virginia Waln· 
wright. 
The JACQUELINE AWARD, 
given by Eleanor and Rosamond 
Peck ln memory of their sister. 
The amount of the award depends 
on the Income earned by the fund. 
The AGNE.S F. PERKINS 
PRIZE, established by the Engllsh 
Department. 
RULES: 
For the WING Prize: 
1. The competltlon Is open to all 
four cla!llll's. 
2. Poems must be lyrics not 
exceeding 32 Unes. 
a. Each contestant may submit 
one poem only. 
For the WAINWRIGHT Prize: 
1. The competition Is open to all 
four classes. 
2. Each contestant may submit 
one sonnet only. 
For the JACQUELINE Award: 
1. The competition ls open to 
au seniors who are eandi· 
dates for the degree at Wel-
lesley College. 
2. Entries are to be either 
creative or critical prose. 
For the PERKINS Prize: 
1. The competition Is open to 
all freshmen, sophomores and 
juniors at Wellesley College. 
2. Entries are to be creative or 
critical pro11e. 
FOR AIL COMPETITIONS: 
I. Entries must be !!ubmltted on 
or before Thurs., April 8, 1971. 
2. Entries must be typewritten In 
double space on one side of the 
paper. 
3. Each entry must be signed with 
a non de plume. A sealed en-
\'elope accompanling the con· 
trlbntlon of each writer must 
b<'nr the \niter's nom de plume 
on the ouMde, and must en-
close the writer·~ real name. 
4. Each entrJ must bear the 
name ol the prize for which it 
ls submitted. Any entry fulfill· 
Ing the conditions for two of the 
prizes ma:r ben entered for 
botlt awards, but two copies, 
each appropriately labelled and 
with accompanying envelope, 
must be submlttea. 
5. Entries. for all awards should 
be delivered to the chairman 
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'Passing 'rhrough' 
Stops at Wellesley 
By Joy Smith '74 
"I, too, sing, America. I, too, am 
Ame:rican; but I, too, am Africa." 
... so began the musical interpre· 
tation of the Black American Ex· 
perience, "Passing Through." 
George Tipton, lead in the broad· 
way cast of Hair, and Lorice Ste-
vens combined drums. guitars, song 
and movement to give us an enjoy-
able performance which - by the 
way - got the message across! 
The program began with the 
slave calls illustrating a form of 
communication between slaves. 
These later stemmed into the work 
songs and spi:rituals. Among the 
most beautiful songs were "Some· 
times I Feel Like a Motherless 
Child" with a dialogue expressing 
the desperation felt during slavery 
and a Gershwin medley of songs 
from "Porgy and Bess" including 
"The Strawberry Call," "Bess, You 
is My Woman Now," and "Sum-
mertime." But the program was not 
a sad or melancholy one. The sec-
ond half turned more to the humor· 
ous side. 
At the end, Mr. Tipton said that 
the show really wasn't complete in 
describing the black experience 
but he added that in order to ac-
complish that. it would take a life-
time. 
WANTED: 
to buy 2nd hand 
ENGLISH BICYCLE 
in CJOOd to excellent condition 
Call SUSAN 
235·2054 
Non·Wetlesley·ish female to oc· 
cupy lcJ., briCJht rm. with view of 
river on top fl. of sm., quiet entry 
at MIT dorm. No required meals, 
close to buses, subway, sailing 
pav., teMis court5. Coll 864°6900. 
dorm llne 0430. 
Appll~lons. Licenses, etc. 
Pauport Photos plus Photo. For 
Custom Photo Frames 
BUBERT$ 




FRIDAY MAR 12 8-12 
GRAND ANARCHY & CHANTILLY LACl 
HARKNESS COMMONS (nr LAW Sen.) 
WOMEN 18 - $1 MEN 21 • $2 
' NEXT EVENT - MARCH 19 
HARVARD GRAD $TUDINT ASSOC. 
Depend upon 
Jtnfi! 
Camera & Frame Shop 
Your complete photo 
supply headquarters 
61 Central St. 235-4456 
COMMUNITY 
PLAYHOUSE 
~~llesley Hills 235-0047 
NOW! Ends TUESDAY, March 16 
2o. :l'oral "~"·-~•rall ~1ara 
NEXT! llecJins W ED., Mord! 17 
"2001 : A SPACS ODYSSEY" 
LECTURE ON CHL.~SE ART 
Nelson Wu, Chinese art histor· 
Ian, author, and educatoi;, wHI 
speak on "Chinese Painting and 
Its Modem Challenge: Perception, 
Visual Voeabulary, Composition, 
and Program" on Tues., l\tarch 16 
at 8 p.m. in J ewett. 
Dr. Wu is curently Edward Bal-
linckrodt Distinguished University 
Professor of t11e History of Art 
and Chinese Culture at Washington 
Unh·ersity in St. Louis. A nati\'e 
of Peking, he was graduated from 
National Southwest As~oC"iated 
l 'ni\'ersity In Kunming, China, and 
recei\'ed his :'\I.A. imd Ph.D. <le-
grees from Yale. Dr. Wu has also 
taught at San Francisco State 
College and at Yale 
A contributor to a number of 
publlcationl!'., Dr. Wu is the author 
of Chinese and Indian Architect-
ure: C~ty ot Man, Mountain of 
God. and Realm of Immortals. 
Ai1'1ong the honors which he has 
received for his scholarly work 
are a Fulbright and a Guggenheim 
Fellowship. 
In addition to his work in art 
his tory, Dr. Wu bas publishPd a 
novel and directed, written, and 
photographed films. 
Dr. Wu's lecture at Wellesley is 
sponsored by the l\tayling Soong 
Foundation, an organization fowid-
ed by friends of Mayling Soong 
(Madame Chiang Kai-shek) on the 
25th anniversary of her graduation 
from Wellesle~·. to foster "a great-
er knowledge of the Orient and 
increased undcr!>tanding between 
the East and West." The publir is 




TO BE DISPLAYED AT 
COLLEGE LIBRARY 
The books arts skill of a 
Czechoslovakian rouple will be 
displayed In the Library when 
bookbindings b,\' l\'an J. Ruzicka 
and hand de<'orated papers b,\' 
Jirina M. Ruzicka are exhibited in 
the main hall of the library from 
l\farch 12 through llfarrh 26. 
Trained in Germany and Den-
mark as well as in C'1:e.rhoslovakia, 
the Ru.zick"s !!OW live in Avon, 
:'\la£sarhusetts. :\fr. Ruzicka does 
book restoration ancl original bind-
ings and his wire orodu<•es hand· 
de<'orated 11aste or starrh papers 
a-; well as marbled paJ>t>rs. 
Examples of the Ruzil•kas' work 
are in the State Librar,\' of Vienna, 
tl1e Royal Librar)' in Oslo, the 
Petersen Paper Collection in Dus-
seldorf. and, In the llnited States, 
in the l\luseum of :\fodem Art in 
New York and in the Cornell Uni-
versity Library Department of 
Rare Books. Some of :'\lrs. Ru· 
zicka's papers weft' exhibited last 
year in the Dhinity School Librar.\' 
at Har,·ard University. 
LAW and ORDER 
On l\far<'h 18 at 7: 30 p.m. in 
Pendleton 112 th<' Politi<'al Scien<'e 
and Psychology departments are 
co-sponsoring the showing of !Jaw 
and Order. a documentary about 
the Kansas City Poli<'<' Force 
filmed by F rc>derick Wiseman. He 
has aJso made Titticut Follies, 
Hospital, and oth<"r films. 
BRANDEIS MUSIOIANS T<> 
PERFORl\l IN JEWETI' 
On Fri. evening, !\larch 12, at 8 
p.m., there will be a concert in 
Jewett Auditorium performed by 
the Early l\lusic Group of Bran-
deis, a student ensemble of voices 
and instruments under the direc-
tion of Joel Cohen. (!\Ir . Cohen, 
himself a lutenist of distinction, 
is also the director of the Boston 
Camerata.) The program will In· 
duded a wide variety of musiC': 
dance pie<'es b~· l\lichacl ra1·tori11s, 
ballettl b)' Giovanni Gasloldi, and 
Orlando Gibbon's r<'markahl<' 
''Fanta.~)· on Lonclon Skef't Cries." 
The µrindpal \'OCal works will 
in\'Olve a double C'horu~: Gibbons's 
.. Hosanna to the Son of David," 
and Tomas Victorin 's spectac·nlar 
"Mlssa Ave Regina." 
Page Seven 
FOUR CITED BY WOODROW 
WMON FOUNDATION 
Four seniors have been selected 
for awards in the 25th annual 
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship Foun-
dation competition for 1971·1972. 
Louise A. Dolan '71, from New-
ark, Delawa re, was named one of 
300 Fellows selected from 10,000 
c.oll~e seniors, and wiU receive 
financial support for her first year 
in graduate school. A ph(yslcs 
major, l\liss Dolan did an honors 
project in quantum optics, and 
completed the requirements for 
the B.A. degree in January 1971. 
Janie Cox of Falls Church, 
Virginia; Barbara D. Leslie of 
Brokl)"D, New York; and Mary A. 
Hilmer of Chesterfield, Missouri, 
are three of the 741 Foundation 
Finalists. As Finalists they will be 
re<'omm<'nded for assistantships 
and fellowships ln graduate school. 
Trinity College 
Rome Campus 
JUNE 9 TO JULY 29 - $960 INCLUSIVE 
STIMULATING CURRICULUM •OUTSTANDING FACULTY 
ETRUSCAN ARCHAEOLOGY PROGRAM 
Send for new 1971 brochure 
Trinity College/Rome Campus, Hartford , Conn. 06106 
Forest fires bum 
more than trees. 
.. :· ::: 
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Mayor Ralph of Somerville 
to Speak in College Chapel 
Radcliffe Resents Harvard 
Decision for Co-ed Houses 
By Judy Rousuck '73 
The general discontent over Har-
vard's recent decision for total co-
residential housing as expressed by 
Radcliffe women and Harvard 
men living in Radcliffe houses has 
heen resolved to the satisfaction of 
the Radcliffe Union of Students 
according to its president. Janet 
Edwards, Radcliffe '73., 
The history of the housing dif-
ficulties began last spring when 
exchanges were established be-
tween thre~ Radcliffe houses and 
three Harvard houses. This year 
five Harvard houses become co-
ed and three Radcl iffe dorms. The 
original procedure allowed for a 
rotation system by which new 
houses which were formerly co-ed 
would be phased out. 
photo by Mike O'Neil 
Tha Rev. S. Lester Ralph, Mayor of Somerville, will speak in Chapel this Sun. 
However, this year the Sub-Com-
mittee on Housing began its work 
on the premise that all students 
desired co-residential Jiving. The 
committee attempted to complete 
housing as soon as poss~ble for fear 
of a repeat of the strike of last 
spring and also so that students 
selecting specific fields on con-
centration would have ample op· 
portunity to be placed in houses 
with their tutors. 
The Rev. Lester Ralph, Mayor of 
Somerville and minister for the 
Christ Episcopal Church in that 
city, will be the speaker at the 
regular chapel service on Sunday, 
March 14, at 11 a.m. in the Chapel. 
The topic of his sermon will be 
"Politics and People." 
Mayor Ralph, a member of the 
Democratic party, was elected on 
a grass-roots reform ticket and 
took office in January, 1970. 
Clergyman and Politician 
A native of Lynn, Mayor Ralph 
received the A.B. and M.A. de-
grees from Boston University, the 
LL.B. from its Law School. and 
the B.D. degree from the Episcopal 
Theological School in Alexandria, 
FRENCH CENTER 
All students interested in SJHind-
lug 19n-'72 at the French Corridor 
(Tower Court West) plea~ regl~· 
ter at thti French Office 228 Green 
before March 15. 
Candidates will be Interviewed 
shortly after that date. Questions 
ma:v be addressed to Miss ~1istac­
C-O (Ext. 870) or Mar:v Bucking· 
ham. (E:%:1. 546). 
TEACHERS 
NEEDED 
Opportunities for 1»e9lnnlng and 
experienced candidates, private 
schoals, coast to coast. Also pub· 
lie schools in the northeast. Espe· 
dally sciences, math, languages. 
Write today for particulars. 
School Service 
Bureau 





Virginia. He is a member of the 
Massachusetts and the American 
Bar Associations and of the Massa-
chusetts Trial Lawyers Association 
and practiced law for six years 
prior to his election. 
Organ music for the scrvi1:c, pro-
vided by Cheryl Ryder '73, will 
be by J. S. Bach: "Oh Man, Be-
wail Thy Grievous Sin" and the 
Prelude and Fugue in E minor 
("The Cathedral"). The Wellesley 
College Choir, under the direction 
of Frances Fowler '71, will sing 
Zoltan Kodaly's setting of Psalm 
150. 
However, when housing appli-
cations came out one month ago. 
lack of communication created con-
fusion over exactly what the 110us-
ing system (vas to be. What seemed 
appan:nt was that total co-educa-
tion would result in a low conccn-
1 ration of women in the houses. 
New \'ork City ••• 
and how to swing it. 
The Biltmore puts it togt:!ther. With our Special 
STUDENT Rates. Your own pad, right in the mid-
dle o f everything that makes Fun City everything 
it is. And everything going on the East Side, West 
Side and Village is all about 15 minutes away. 
For students, $15 single, $21 twin. $26 triple. For 
faculty, $23 single. $29 twin. 
for reNrNtfons, calf FREE 
From anywhere in the Continental U.S.A .. . . 800-nl-2690 
In New York State ........................ 800-522-6«9 
New York City (local) ...... . ............ . .. . . 340-2776 
THE A REALTY HOTEL 
BILTMORE 
"A hmoos Horr/ With Crr•t Tr•d1rion" 
~dtson Avenur •l Ord Strttt 
Nrw York, N. If. 10017 
WELLESLEY - MIT 
Summer Group Flight 
Boston - London round trip 
May 30th - Sept. 2nd 
5228.00 
Contact immediately: 
Carol Dick - Freeman 235-9540 
students, f acuity, employees eligible 
"The figures would be about 50 
women out of 300 men," Janet 
explained. 
Therefore, three weeks ago an 
open meeting on housing took 
place, and a poll was drawn up 
reaching 57 per cent of Radcliffe 
women and all men living in Rad-
cl iffe houses. The poll revealed 
that under the plan of complete 
co-residence, the majority of stu-
dents were unwilling to move to 
Harvard houses. 
"The plurality," said Janet, ''ex-
pressed a wish for a ratio of two 
men to one woman , or better. 
Therefore the Radcliffe Union of 
Students decided to push for this 
ralio." It was also revealed that 
students preferred flexibi lity in 
housing over Harvard's present 
policy of keeping students in the 
same house for three years. 
The Radcliffe Union then sub-
mitted a proposal asking that Har-
vard admissions work for a one-
to-onc ratio. (the present ratio is 
four-to-one) and containing a 
clause stating that ordinarily stu-
dents arc expected to live in a 
house for three years unless they 
are unhappy. This proposal vio-
lated last month's terms of total 
co-residence by retaining the ro-
tating system of co-ed dorns which 
is now in effect. 
At a meeting held March 3 the 
Committee on Housing voted to 
ignore last month's housing ap-
plications and send new ones. 
"These applications hoist the de-
cision on the students," Janet said. 
"The application asks two ques-
tions, the choice of house, and 
whether the student prefers a cer-




40 CENTRAL STREET 
237-8200 
What you should know about diamonds 
when you know it's for keeps 
You've dreamed about )OUr 
diamond engagement ring a thou-
sand time~. But now that you 
know ir's for keeps, it's ti:ne to 
stop dreaming and start learning 
about diamonds and thrir value. 
Because no two diamonds 
are exactly alike, jewelers have 
adopted exacting standards to de-
rermine the relative value of each 
and every diamond in the world. 
These standards include a dia-
mond's size (carat· weight), color, 
cut and clarity. 
COLOR: Fine white diamonds are 
quite rare and valued accordingly. 
Other shades in relative order of 
their worth are: blue, yellow, 
brown and black. 
CUT: The cut of a diamond-the 
facets placed on it by a trained 
cutter-brings out the gem's fire 
imd brilliance. Anything Jess than 
correct ·cut reduces beauty, bril-
liance and value. 
CLARITY: Determined by the ab-
sence of PDall impurities. A per· 
feet diamond ha.s no impllritics 
when examined undCT ten power 
magnification by a trained eye. 
CARAT: A diamond'' size is 
measured in carats. As a diamond 
increases in size. its price will 
increase even more if the quality 
remains constant. But larger dia-
monds of inferior quality may ac-
tually be worth less than smaller, 
perfect diamonds. 
Although it's important to 
know the facts about diamonds, 
you certainly don't hne to be an 
cxpcn to choose a Keepsake Dia-
mond Ring ... because Keepsake 
g11arn11fus a diamond of fine white 
color, correct cut and perfect clar-
ity or replacement assured. The fa. 
mous Keepsake certificate provides 
permanent registration, trade-in 
value and protection against loss 
of diamonds from the setting. 
Your Keepsake Jeweler has 
a complete selection of new styles. 
He's in the Yellow Pages under 
"Jewelers." Or. dial free day or 
night long distance 800-2•5-6000. 
In C.Onnecticut, call 800-!H2-0655. 
~pea.ke• 
"tr:Gt•Ttr: .. £0 OIAMOHO "ING• 
® 
·----··---· .. ·----------------·--------------·· .. -------------··----------
. ' . 
: HOW TO PLAN \'OUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING l 
i, Xnd new 20 pg. book.let ... PlanninJ Your Engagement and Wedding" f, 
I plus full color folder and H pg. Bride's Book. gift offer all for only 25t. : 
, S-71 I j "• i I Ad ....... ______________________ _ 
I ~~·~---------------------~·~-------------! s,,,,. ________________ _..,,.__ _____ _ 
! KEEPSAKE, BOX 90, S\'llACUSE, NEW \'ORK ISHI \.--------------------·---------------------------------------·----------------
Rin9s from $100 to $10,000 Trade Mark R1t9. A. H. Pond Co. 
